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About Me
Data Scientist at Hike, New Delhi — machine learning, recommendation systems, NLP, 
network analysis.

Previously : 

IBM Research, New York 

Cornell University

Kansas State University 

Cambridge University

Researcher in machine learning , data visualization, and mathematics. 

Public Speaking,  Teaching ML and data science.

Advise Startups on ML, data science, and hiring & team building.



Open Data
Data that can be freely accessed, used, modified and shared by anyone 
for any purpose - subject only, at most, to requirements to provide 
attribution or share alike license.

Specifically, requires that the data be 

Legally open: that is, available under an open (data) license 
that permits anyone freely to access, reuse and redistribute.

Technically open: that is, that the data be available for no 
more than the cost of reproduction and in machine-readable 
form.

Source: Open Data Handbook (opendatahandbook.org/)

http://opendatahandbook.org/


Open Data In The Wild
Government data on demographies, policy planning and outcomes etc. (https://
www.data.gov/)

Amazon Open Data Registry (https://registry.opendata.aws/)

Google BigQuery Public Datasets (https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/public-data/)

FRED Economic Data (https://fred.stlouisfed.org/)

Archive.org Datasets - The Dataset Collection consists of large data archives from 
both sites and individuals. 

Enigma Public - world’s broadest collection of public data. (https://public.enigma.com/)

 Archive-it from Internet Archive - web archiving service for cultural heritage on the 
web

https://www.data.gov/
https://www.data.gov/
https://registry.opendata.aws/
https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/public-data/
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/
https://archive.org/details/datasets
https://public.enigma.com/
https://www.archive-it.org/explore?show=Collections


Why Open Data?
Transparency 

Finnish tax tree and British where does my money go show how citizen’s tax money is being spent by 
the govt.

folketsting.dk track activity in parliament and the law making processes

Democratization of data : Everyone a data scientist.

findtoilet.dk which showed all the Danish public toilets.

vervuilingsalarm.nl warns you with a message if the air-quality in your vicinity is going to be > the 
threshold tomorrow.

Where you can walk your dog in NYC.

In Germany and the UK, find places to live, taking into account the duration of your commute to 
work, housing prices, and how beautiful an area is.

Innovation in products and services - Companies being founded and new/improved products due to open data.

Google Translate uses the enormous volume of open EU documents.

http://folketsting.dk
http://findtoilet.dk
http://vervuilingsalarm.nl


Machine Learning 
Machine learning is a field of computer science that designs systems with the 
ability to automatically learn and improve from experience without being explicitly 
programmed. 

Computer systems that access data and use statistical/mathematical techniques to 
learn patterns and make inference based on probabilistic responses. 

Supervised learning involves providing example inputs and respective outputs to the 
the program, which ‘learns’ to make predictions on the outputs for new, unseen 
inputs. 

e.g. a classification system to categorize the images as cats or dogs.

 



Machine Learning Pipeline











Open Data for Machine Learning



Algorithms are free, data is proprietary 



Open Data In Machine Learning
Lack of large data sets for effective machine learning, especially deep neural networks. 

Deep learning was ready in 80’s but success came only in this decade.

Advancement of ML research

Great progress in last 5 years with the availability of open data.

Check your smartphones!!

Democratization of machine learning - Google v/s a small company.

Remember, data is proprietary. Only distinguishing factor, other than talent (?)

Education

Teaching practical machine learning requires real-world open data.



Open Data In Machine Learning
Accessibility

Everyone a ML researcher or practitioner.  

Reproducibility and reusability of ML

Can I verify your claims ? 

Benchmarking models

Trained models re-use & transfer learning.

ML based companies 

Require data sets to train models. 

Lot of work for ML in legal, finance, socio-economics, healthcare etc.



Traditional Data Sets
University of California at Irvine (UCI) repository 

440 data sets in a nice searchable UI for empirical evaluation of ML algorithms.

Created in 1987, widely used by students, educators, and researchers all over the world.

Top 100 most cited papers in all of computer science, > 1000 citations.

Iris species data, Cars Evaluation, Ozone Level, Wine Quality, Human activity 
Recognition using smartphones etc. 

New datasets are added regularly. 

Datasets are included in ML software : sklearn, R 



Traditional Data Sets
UCI and similar data are very small (~1000 examples).

Not very representative of the real world.

Not much data on real-world applications e.g. images, speech, text, stock 
prices etc.

ML for products require a large amount of real-world data.

Proper benchmarks for ML models.

Test of scalability of ML.

Also, Deep learning!!!!



Making data available leads to great innovation in both 
research and product.



Netflix Challenge
A million dollars to improve Netflix’s recommendation by 10%.

Based on previous user ratings, predict user ratings of new movies.

Data: 

<user_id, movie_id, timestamp, rating> 

100,480,507 ratings that 480,189 users gave to 17,770 movies

Training data: 99,072,112 ratings

Probe set: 1,408,395 ratings

Qualifying set: 2,817,131 ratings split into test and quiz test.

Improve the RMSE by 10%.

Ran for 3 years from 2006 to 2009.





– Ces Bertini,  The Ensemble

Researchers usually have the luxury of choosing 
datasets, and of having more information about that 

data. In the Netflix contest, the contestants were forced 
to apply all algorithms to the same set of frustratingly 

uneven real-world data.
 “Because people had to use a fixed dataset, they needed to deal not 

only with the advantages of a particular method, but also the 
weaknesses of it, you could not escape it.”



Netflix Challenge
Invaluable contribution to the research community.

Changed the field of machine learning by reviving interest in real-world 
problems. Revolutionized recommendation systems research and production. 

Many great techniques were developed for challenge e.g. collaborative 
filtering by kNN,  SVD,  neural network etc. 

Model ensembles.

Collaborative research. 

Benchmark for recommendation systems even today.

Hugely changed the recsys conference. 



Baseline Models

Overall average rating for each movie on the training data (with the probe subset 
removed) to make the predictions

 RMSE on training set -1.0104

RMSE of probe set 1.0528

RMSE on quiz set1.0540

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) techniques :

Rating for a user to be the average rating of that user.

Rating of a movie to be the average rating of that movie.

Two-factor model where rating is made by combining both the above approaches.



KNN

Rating for a user is given by the average rating of the users ‘similar’ 
to it. 

Rating for an item is given by the average rating of the items ‘similar’ 
to it. 

Collaborative filtering.

Notion of Similarity - Jaccard index, cosine etc.

Improvements over the basic idea. Using global weights, 
regularisation, combining with ANOVA models.



SVD
If A is a mxn matrix, the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is defined as the 
matrix factorization:

         A = UDV`

Where U and V are such that their columns are orthonormal basis for AA`. D is a 
diagonal matrix, entries equal to square root of eigenvalues of AA`, called Singular 
Values.

Given an SVD of A, the Eckart–Young Theorem states that, for a given k < min(m, n), 
the best rank k reconstruction of A, in the sense of minimizing the Frobenius norm 
of the difference, is U_k D_k  V_k′ , where U_k is the m × k matrix formed from 
the first k columns of U,  V_k is the n×k matrix formed by the first k columns of  
V , and D_k is the upper left k × k block of D.

Such a reconstruction is a good approximation of the matrix. 



If A is a matrix containing some data e.g. rows are data vectors, 
one can use SVD to project the vectors onto a low dimensional 
space. PCA, dimensionality reduction.

Taking A to be the user-item interaction matrix, each rows 
corresponds to a user’s ratings for all the movies (columns). Such 
a matrix is very sparse, since a user has rated only a very small 
fraction of movies. 

SVD reconstruction provides a way to get dense representation 
of A. 

Filled entries can be used as recommendation for unseen movies.

Many variations, improvements over the standard SVD.



RBM
Restricted Boltzman Machines (RBM) used by 
Salakhutdinov, Mnih and Hinton for Netflix 
recommendation. ML@Toronto team.

A neural network consisting of one layer of 
visible units, and one layer of invisible ones; there 
are no connections between units within either 
of these layers, but all units of one layer are 
connected to all units of the other layer.

While the Netflix qualifying data omits ratings, it 
does provide implicit information in the form of 
which movies users chose to rate; this is 
particularly useful for users having only a small 
number of ratings in the training set.

RBM models can incorporate such implicit 
information in a relatively straightforward way. 
This is a key strength of RBM models



Winning Ideas

Ensemble of SVD, kNN, RBM, ANOVA.

Incorporate temporal information. Modifications SVD —> SVD++.

The large number (often millions) of parameters in these models 
make them prone to overfitting, affecting the accuracy of the 
prediction process. Ideas like parameters shrinking, regularization.

Collaboration of three teams - BellKor, Big Chaos, Pragmatic theory.





Impacts Of Netflix
The Netflix challenge was unusual for the breadth of the statistical problems it raised and illustrated, and for 
how closely those problems lie at the frontiers of recent research. 

Still a benchmark for recommendation system research. — recsys conference.

Large scale recommendation for real-world.

How to deal with non-convexity of the optimisation problem ? 

Can SVD be extended to the non-convex regime ? 

Can better algorithms be devised for fitting RBM models, for having them converge to global optima, and for 
deciding on early stopping for regularization purposes?

Require deeper understanding of issues and methods surrounding penalization, shrinkage and regularization.

General questions about bagging, boosting and ensemble methods, as well as of the trade-offs between 
model complexity and prediction accuracy.



Other Recommendations
Movielens  (https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/) 

Million song (https://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/millionsong/) 

Amazon product data (http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/links.html) 

last.fm music recommendation (http://www.dtic.upf.edu/~ocelma/
MusicRecommendationDataset/index.html)

 Book recommendation (http://www2.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/~cziegler/
BX/) 

Food rating dataset (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/
Entree+Chicago+Recommendation+Data) 

https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
https://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/millionsong/
http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/links.html
http://last.fm
http://www.dtic.upf.edu/~ocelma/MusicRecommendationDataset/index.html
http://www.dtic.upf.edu/~ocelma/MusicRecommendationDataset/index.html
http://www.dtic.upf.edu/~ocelma/MusicRecommendationDataset/index.html
http://www2.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/~cziegler/BX/
http://www2.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/~cziegler/BX/
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Entree+Chicago+Recommendation+Data
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Entree+Chicago+Recommendation+Data
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Entree+Chicago+Recommendation+Data


Deep Learning
Deep learning has seen tremendous success in past few years with State-of-The-Art 
performance in many real-world applications.

All examples mentioned earlier are dominated by deep learning models.

But training a decent deep learning model requires large amount of data. 

Success of deep learning can be attributed to development of great computation 
resources (e.g. nvidia, distributed systems) and availability of huge amount of data 
(Google).

Deep learning tools existed, but data was missing to actualise the full potential. 

Only big companies have data large enough for deep learning. 

Again:  Algorithms open, data proprietary. 



Open Data for Images



MNIST



MNIST
One of the most popular dataset for image analysis. Contains hand-written digits for 
recognition.

60k training examples and 10k in test set. 

Early success of neural networks. 

Established efficacy of Convolution neural networks (ConvNets) in image recognition. 

LeNet-5 : Deep ConvNet by Yan LeCun in 1998. Used by several banks to reconginze 
hand-written numbers of checks.

Many new deep ConvNet architectures have been proposed to improve performance 
on this dataset.

SOTA : Dynamic Routing Between Capsules (Sabour, Frost, Hinton) Nov 2017 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1710.09829.pdf


IMAGENET 



IMAGENET
Data that changed everything. Big time!!

Fei Fei Li and team in 2009. 

Previous datasets didn’t capture the variability of the real world. 

Even identifying pictures of cats was infinitely complex.

WordNet: a hierarchal structure for the English language. Like a 
dictionary, but words would be shown in relation to other words 
rather than alphabetical order.

Idea:  WordNet could have an image associated with each of the 
words, more as a reference rather than a computer vision dataset.



cf: http://www.image-net.org/papers/imagenet_cvpr09.pdf 

http://www.image-net.org/papers/imagenet_cvpr09.pdf


IMAGENET 
WordNet contains approximately 100,000 phrases and ImageNet has 
provided around 1000 images on average to illustrate each phrase.

It consisted of 3.2 million labelled images, separated into 5,247 
categories, sorted into 12 subtrees like “mammal,” “vehicle,” and 
“furniture.”

Originally published as a poster in CVPR, with our attracting much 
fanfare.

“There were comments like ‘If you can’t even do one object well, 
why would you do thousands, or tens of thousands of objects?” - Jia 
Deng, co-creator of Imagenet.



If data is the new oil, it was still dinosaur bones in 2009.



IMAGENET Competition 



IMAGENET Competition 
The ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) based on 
the data in Imagenet opened in 2010.

Soon became a benchmark for how well image classification algorithms fared 
against the most complex visual dataset assembled at the time.

Algorithms performed better when trained on Imagenet. 

Competition ran for 8 years. 

In 2012, the deep neural network submitted by Alex Krizhevsky, Ilya Sutskever, 
and Geoffrey Hinton performed 41% better than the next best competitor, 
demonstrating that deep learning was a viable strategy for machine learning 

Accuracy went from 25% to < 5% through the course of ILSVRC. 

https://papers.nips.cc/paper/4824-imagenet-classification-with-deep-convolutional-neural-networks.pdf




IMAGENET  
If the deep learning boom we see today could be attributed to a single event, 
it would be the announcement of the 2012 ImageNet challenge results.

Deep learning research exploded. 

Imagenet went from a poster on CVPR to benchmark of most of the 
presented papers today.

“It was so clear that if you do a really good on ImageNet, you could solve 
image recognition,” - Ilya Sutskever

Without Imagenet, the deep learning revolution would have been delayed. 

After LeNet-5 for reading handwritten cheques, deep ConvNets (and 
Hinton?) needed a much bigger data to be useful in the real world.



Impacts of IMAGENET



AlexNet
ILSVRC 2012.

First successful use of deep convnet for large scale image classification. Possible because of 
large amounts of labelled data from ImageNet as well as computations on 2 GPUs.

ReLU non-linearity activation functions, finding that they performed better and decreased 
training time relative to the tanh function. The ReLU non-linearity now tends to be the default 
activation function for deep networks.

Data augmentation techniques that consisted of image translations, horizontal 
reflections, and mean subtraction. They techniques are very widely used today for many 
computer vision tasks.

Dropout layers in order to combat the problem of overfitting to the training data.

Proposed style of having successive convolution and poolinglayers, followed 
by fully-connected layers at the end is still the basis of many state-of-the-art networks 
today.



Clarifai 
ILSVRC 2013.

Matthew Zeiler, a PhD student at NYU in 2013 and Rob Fergus won the 
2013 competition. 

Matthew Zeiler built Clarifai based off his 2013 ImageNet win, and is now 
backed by $40 million in VC funding.

 “widely seen as one of the most promising [startups] in the crowded, buzzy 
field of machine learning.” (Forbes)

Also, OverFeat: Integrated Recognition, Localization and Detection using 
Convolutional Networks by Yan LeCun and team at NYU.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/aarontilley/2017/07/13/clarifai-ai-image-recognition/#6ab02cd5fe42




VGG
Visual Geometry Group @ Oxford, UK. 

Idea: You didn’t really need any fancy tricks to get high accuracy. Just a deep network with lots 
of small 3x3 convolutions and non-linearities will do the trick!

Two successive 3x3 convolutions has the equivalent receptive field i.e. the pixels it sees as a 
single 5x5 filter, and 3 3x3 filter ~ a 7x7 filter. Same stimulation of pixels with added benefits of 
smaller filters.

Decrease in the number of parameters. 

Using a ReLU function in-between each convolution introduces more non-
linearity into the network which makes modeling decision function better.

As the spatial size of the input volumes at each layer decrease (as a result of the pooling layers), 
the depth of the volumes increase since need more discriminative features to use for accurate 
classification.

New kind of data augmentation: scale jittering.





GoogleLeNet and Inception
First to really address the issue of computational resources along with multi-
scale processing.

Through the use of 1x1 convolutions before each 3x3 and 5x5, the inception 
module reduces the number of feature maps passed through each layer, thus 
reducing computations and memory consumption.

The inception module has 1x1, 3x3, and 5x5 convolutions all in parallel. The 
idea behind this was to let the network decide, through training what 
information would be learned and used.

GoogLeNet was one of the first models that introduced the idea that CNN 
layers didn’t always have to be stacked up sequentially. The authors of the 
paper showed that you can also increase network width for better 
performance and not just depth.





ResNet

The ResNet architecture was the first to pass human level performance on 
ImageNet.

Main contribution of residual learning is often used by default in many state-of-
the-art networks today.

A naive stacking of layers to make the network very deep won’t always help 
and can actually make things worse.

The idea is that by using an additive skip connection as a shortcut, deep layers 
have direct access to features from previous layers. The allows feature 
information to more easily be propagated through the network. It also helps 
with training as the gradients can also more efficiently be back-propagated.

The first “ultra deep” network, where it is common to use over 100–200 layers.



Impacts of IMAGENET  
Transfer learning: researchers soon realized that the weights learned in state of the art 
models for ImageNet could be used to initialize models for completely other datasets and 
improve performance significantly. 

Achieving good performance with as little as one positive example per category.

Pre-trained ImageNet models have been used to achieve state-of-the-art results in tasks such as

 object detection

 semantic segmentation

human pose estimation

 video recognition.

Applications in domains where the number of training examples is small and annotation is 
expensive.  (e.g. DeCAF: A Deep Convolutional Activation Feature for Generic Visual Recognition)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.06870
https://arxiv.org/abs/1612.01105
https://arxiv.org/abs/1701.01779
https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.07750


– Fei Fei Li, Creator or ImageNet and Chief Scientist Google Cloud.

“One thing ImageNet changed in the field of AI is suddenly people 
realized the thankless work of making a dataset was at the core of AI 

research. People really recognize the importance the dataset is front and 
center in the research as much as algorithms.”



Beyond IMAGENET 
Google released the Open Images Database, containing 9 million 
images in 6000 categories. 

YouTube-8M Dataset - to accelerate research on large-scale video 
understanding, representation learning, noisy data modeling, 
transfer learning, and domain adaptation approaches for video. 

Visual Genome - A knowledge database to connect structured 
image concepts to language.

Fine-tuned ImageNet models are pushing the state of the art in 
many traditional image datasets like CIFAR, PASCAL etc.



CIFAR 

For image classification. Beyond digits.

60k color images with 10 classes. 

Piggy-banking on the success of 
IMAGENET and deep convnets. 

SOTA  : ShakeDrop regularization 2018

https://openreview.net/pdf?id=S1NHaMW0b








Open Data for Text and NLP



World Embeddings

Word embeddings are a representation of words in a natural 
language as vectors in a continuous vector space where 
semantically similar words are mapped to nearby points. 

Assumption: Words that appear in the same context are semantic 
closer than the words which do not share same context.

Essentially, we embed words in a vector space. And the weight of the 
word is distributed across many dimensions which capture the 
semantic properties of the words. 

Train a neural network on a large corpus of text data e.g. wikipedia 
dump.





Open word embeddings
Word2Vec is an implementation of word embeddings by researchers at Google Brain in 
2013. 

Google released 300 dimensional word-vectors for 3M words and phrases, trained on 
Google News Data that has 300B tokens.

Another open implementation is GloVe: Global Vectors for Word Representation. 

Trained on wikipedia dump, common crawl, twitter.

50, 100, 300 dimensional vectors.

Facebook FastText 

Word vectors for 157 languages trained on Wikipedia and Crawl

The words and phrases in these public data are fairly representative of the the language (e.g. 
English) 

https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText/blob/master/docs/crawl-vectors.md


–Mikolov et all, Google

A Somewhat surprisingly, it was found that similarity of word representations goes 
beyond simple syntactic regularities. Using a word offset technique where simple 

algebraic operations are performed on the word vectors, it was shown for example 
that vector(“King”) – vector(“Man”) + vector(“Woman”) results in a vector that is 

closest to the vector representation of the word Queen.







Source: Rachel Thomas
@math_rachel



Impacts of word2vec



Text Classification
Text classification is totally revived by wordvecs. Instead of 
traditional approaches like tf-idf, we use the pre-trained wordvecs as 
input to a text classification model e.g. SVM or logistic regression.

Word embeddings pre-trained on large amounts of unlabeled data 
via algorithms such as word2vec and GloVe are used to initialize the 
first layer of a neural network, the rest of which is then trained on 
data of a particular task. e.g. CNN or LSTM for text classification. 
(Standard for document classification).

Very Deep Convolutional Networks for Text Classification - Facebook AI 
Research 2017. SOTA in many text classification tasks including 20 
News Dataset and Amazon review sentiment classification. Input is 
pre-trained wordvecs.

https://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/glove.pdf


Machine Translation

An interesting and natural application is in machine translation. 
Socher et al 2013 show that we can learn to embed words from two 
different languages in a single, shared space. In this case, we learn to 
embed English and Mandarin Chinese words in the same space. 

Lot of work by Facebook Research on machine translation using 
embeddings without a parallel corpora.

In Attention Is All You Need from Google AI, the Transformer, a novel 
neural network architecture based on a self-attention mechanism 
was proposed which is believed to be particularly well suited for 
language understanding. SOTA on machine translation tasks.

https://goo.gl/dwSBxB


Search And Discovery

Replaced the traditional methods like Latent Semantic Hashing in 
search engines.

Query matching in search engines is facilitated by word embeddings.

 Classification of pages are relevant or non-relevant for a query.



Other Applications
Word vector based techniques are state of the art in :

Language Modeling

Named Entity Recognition

Sentiment Analysis

Topic Modeling

Short text (Twitter) classification

Text Summarization



Text Data Resources
20 Newsgroup - News articles belonging to 20 categories like politics, legal, 
finance, sports etc. 

IMDB Reviews - 25k highly polar movie reviews for training and another 25k 
for testing.  

Yelp Reviews - 5,200,000 reviews, 174,000 business attributes, 200,000 
pictures and 11 metropolitan areas.

SQAD - Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) is a reading 
comprehension dataset, consisting of questions posed by crowd workers on 
a set of Wikipedia articles.

Billion Words - a standard training and test setup for language modeling 
experiments.



Beyond Word Vectors

Though pre-trained wordvecs have been immensely influential, they 
have a major limitation: they only incorporate previous knowledge in 
the first layer of the model and the rest of the network still needs to be 
trained from scratch. UNLIKE IMAGENET.

Initialize a computer vision model with ImageNet params only in the 
first layer. This can see edges, but fail to capture higher-order features. 

We need higher-order features for NLP also. Else the models will still 
require a large amount of data to train. There is no fine-tuning.

Core aspect of language understanding requires modeling complex 
language phenomena such as compostability, polysemy, anaphora, long-
term dependencies, agreement, negation, and many more.



ImageNet of NLP ??



IMAGENET OF NLP
 ELMo, ULMFiT, and the OpenAI transformer : demonstrated that pre-trained 
language models can be used to achieve state-of-the-art results on a wide range of 
NLP tasks.

Idea: pre-train a language model on a large corpus of data. 

Pre-training language model was talked about earlier also, but it remained unclear 
whether a single pre-trained language model was useful for many tasks.

The above methods demonstrated empirically how pre-training a LM performs.

All three methods employed pre-trained language models to achieve state-of-the-
art on a diverse range of tasks in Natural Language Processing, including text 
classification, question answering, natural language inference, coreference resolution, 
sequence labeling, and many others.  In some cases, these improvements ranged 
between 10-20% better than the state-of-the-art on widely studied benchmarks

https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.05365
https://arxiv.org/abs/1801.06146
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/openai-assets/research-covers/language-unsupervised/language_understanding_paper.pdf




It is very likely that in a year’s time NLP practitioners will 
download pre-trained language models rather than pre-

trained word embeddings.



Thanks
@januverma



Further

Kaggle

Data for healthcare - NIH data (https://
www.analyticsindiamag.com/the-new-nih-dataset-and-ai-may-
revolutionise-lesion-detection/)

https://www.analyticsindiamag.com/the-new-nih-dataset-and-ai-may-revolutionise-lesion-detection/
https://www.analyticsindiamag.com/the-new-nih-dataset-and-ai-may-revolutionise-lesion-detection/
https://www.analyticsindiamag.com/the-new-nih-dataset-and-ai-may-revolutionise-lesion-detection/

